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Richard Drury/Getty Images Gordon (not his real name) was vice president of global account management at a large manufacturing corporation at a cost of $500 million. Colleagues and clients recognized Gordon for his impressive relationship building skills as well as his ability to effectively translate customer demands back into engineering and supply chain teams to improve the company's product and
performance. According to his resume, Gordon hardly seemed like someone whose job was in danger. Three weeks later, however, he was shocked by the news that his position had been terminated. What happened? While his dismissal may have taken Gordon by surprise, the fact is that before this event, there were clear signs of trouble - if only he knew how to recognise them. For example, Gordon
shared with me that six months before he was released, the new CEO took over the company. If before Gordon was always invited to the meetings of the executive committee, now he, inexplicably, was outside this vital communication loop. Despite his disappointment with this turn of events, Gordon explained this change in the management style of the new CEO, rather than acknowledging the potential
danger he foreshadowed for his own position. Gordon's inability to connect the dots to recognize a general sign that his work is at risk is not unusual. Sometimes the evidence is so thin that it's hard to recognize before it's too late. But being tuned to these basic messages is crucial to career survival. If Gordon had been street smart, so to speak, about the changing dynamics in his company's management
team, he could have been better prepared to recognise and prepare for - or perhaps even take steps to prevent - dismissal. While this seems counterintuitive, strong performance in your role does not equal job security. I've seen a lot of first-hand evidence of this through coaching a wide range of executives across various industries. Research confirms this reality as well. In a study conducted in Senger and
Folkman, 77% of employees whose positions were eliminated received positive performance reviews in the year prior to dismissal. As the researchers have proved, the company's decision to retain or liquidate individual employees includes numerous factors. Knowing that there are many reasons your work may be at risk - some you can control and others you can't - means it's important to be able to
recognize signals that things are going wrong. Your awareness of the key signs of danger to work can give you manage or navigate the situation without being blind - or at least start looking for a new job before the axe falls. Here are four warning signs that cannot be ignored: a change at the top. As in the a management shake-up that shifts who is under control due to your position, department and/or
company may be a harbinger that things will be different. Changes in leadership can lead to changes in work status for individuals or entire teams. A new boss may want to bring in fresh prospects, or hire people with whom they are already familiar, which could mean that the letter is on the wall for existing employees. You're cut out of a noose. Let's take a closer look at Gordon's example to identify the
signs before he's fired. When the new CEO came on board, Gordon incorrectly suggested that he could continue to rely on the same communications approach that worked with the previous CEO. He thought the best way to build a relationship with his new boss would be to inform him how he believed that everything should be done because his past manager appreciated this style. And Gordon believed
that because he had the institutional knowledge that the new CEO lacked, the new leader would appreciate this policy approach. Gordon learned too late that the new CEO had found Gordon's style presumptuous and arrogant, leading to Gordon's removal from the executive committee. Suddenly he was not invited to the meetings he expected to attend, and no longer received copies of classified
documents. He was also ice-cold from the informal communication cycle, and he could no longer get a straight answer when he asked other executive committee members what had happened. It was all red flags that Gordon had fallen into dis tumble with his new boss, and that his job was in jeopardy. You're losing a sponsor. When the previous CEO Gordon announced his resignation and left the
company, Gordon lost his main supporter and sponsor. In addition, Gordon has not developed many other board-level relationships that could help him weather the transition to management with additional alliances in his corner. Regardless of the type of organization you work for, you have to ask yourself: Who is willing to speak for me? And to understand that it is vital for more than one influential leader to
be willing to spend political capital on your behalf. Fewer projects come your way. Another indicator that management may plan to fire you is the reassignment of the job. If you've been going to the person in your group to lead new projects, but suddenly no longer knocked when you raise your hand for opportunities, that's a bad sign. This situation happened to my client Katie (not her real name), the
director of the academic institute. Without warning and within weeks, Katie discovered that her most important tasks had been reassigned to a colleague. Every time Katie tried to talk to her manager about it, she was confronted with a stone wall of excuses and obfuscation. Katie was soon released. Positive reviews - and even stocks - can bring a false sense of security. Especially in uncertain times, it is
very important to look honestly at the hints that the organization may be about to terminate you. Recognizing the above signs that your job may be at risk, you can take the necessary steps to prepare, and make choices that will enhance your opportunities in the future. Screenshot: Sony Pictures Entertainment (Jeopardy.com) are you a trivia master? Or Alex Trebeck's superfan? You could be on Jeopardy!
The app shows and the testing process are open to anyone wanting to put their knowledge to the test. However, get selected to appear on Jeopardy! episode is part skill, part charisma, and part luck. That's how up to your chances of becoming a contestant on America's classic game show. Sign up for MyJeopardy! The first step to getting on Jeopardy! fills out an online member login form. Create
MyJeopardy! an account that allows you to sign up for a free online show test. You'll have to answer some basic demographic questions and upload a photo. Once you complete the registration, you'll also opt out of a handful of listening cities (in case you make it this far). Prepare to-and-take-online testAll Jeopardy! Applicants must pass a general online knowledge test. You get 50 categories and 50 hints
(just like the format of the show) and about 15 seconds to submit a response. The whole test takes about 13 minutes. Don't worry, you don't have to answer as a question. G/O Media can get commissionTests, usually offered for up to three consecutive days once or twice a year. For 2019, the next window is April 9-11. You must take the test at the appointed time and you cannot take it more than once
during one testing period. You have to enter your MyJeopardy! account when the test starts. To prepare, access practical tests and other test preparation resources on the show's website. This will give you a feel for the format, pace and types of questions. Watching old episodes can help as well. Chris Wong, party jeopardy! October 10, 2018, says he also prepared for the show's questions using JBoard
(online forum) and fan-created J! Archive as well as flash cards created with Anki.Nail in the face of auditionJeopardy! never discloses the results of the candidates' tests, but if you pass, you will be entered into the lottery to listen. You will receive an email invitation with more information if you are selected. Listening consists of several parts: Extra written testA game tutorialA mock gameA contestant
interview While you have to answer Jeopardy! questions during listening, the experience is not really about your knowledge or test skills. Rather, this is where the show coordinators decide who has the personality for television. They're not looking for the smartest people in the room, Wong said. They're looking for people who will make for a better show. Some of Wong's tips to rock audition: Watch the part.
Dress as you are on show business casual attire, solid colors, and Dress shoes are your best choice. Stay engaged. Camera Cameras throughout the audition. Don't ham it out, but stay genuinely interested and energized, even during downtime. Competitors who have fun but are not distracting will be the most successful, says Wong. Don't be all-all. Revealing how too competitive or ostentatious can count
against you. Speak loud and clear. Some of the most common jeopardy feedback! The challengers get during auditions is to talk and keep the game moving. Also, answer all the game's layout keys in the form of a question just like you would on the show. Get ready for the interview. After the mock game, the contestants are asked to share something interesting about themselves and what they will do with
the money if they win. Come prepared with a few unique answers in case someone uses your up to your turn. They've heard it all, so give them something they haven't heard, Says Wong. (Hint: Don't say you'd use your winnings to travel.) Hurry up and wait If you audition well, you will be placed in a pool of potential contestants for 18 months, and if you decide to compete, you will be notified about a month
before the entry. Danger! tape in Culver City, California. To be honest, just be yourself, Wong said. Or rather, be the best, most interesting version of yourself. Remember, Jeopardy is not just a quiz show - it's also a TV show show.
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